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Vision
Researchers and innovators openly
share data across technologies,
disciplines, and countries to address
the grand challenges of society.

Mission
RDA builds the social and technical
bridges that enable open sharing of
data.
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What is RDA?
RDA is an international member based organization focused on the
development of infrastructure and community activities that reduce
barriers to data sharing and exchange, and the acceleration of data
driven innovation worldwide.

With more than 6,100 members globally representing 130 countries,
RDA includes researchers, scientists and data science professionals
working in multiple disciplines, domains and thematic fields and from
different types of organisations across the globe.

RDA is building the social and technical bridges that enable open sharing of
data to achieve its vision of researchers and innovators openly sharing data

across technologies, disciplines, and countries to address the grand challenges
of society.
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RDA worldwide growth
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130 Countries
130 Countries

Total RDA community members 6193



Who is RDA?
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Organisational & Affiliate Members
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43 Organisational
Members

8 Affiliate
Members



What does RDA do?
Members come together through self-formed, volunteer, focussed Working

Groups, exploratory Interest Groups to exchange knowledge, share
discoveries, discuss barriers and potential solutions, explore and define

policies and test as well as harmonise standards to enhance and facilitate
global data sharing & re-use.

RDA members collaborate together across the globe to tackle numerous
infrastructure & data sharing challenges related to:

vReproducibility
vData preservation
vBest practices for domain

repositories
vLegal interoperability

vData citation
vData type registries
vMetadata
vand so many more!
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Total 88 groups:
30 Working Groups & 58 Interest

Groups



RDA Recommendations that
make data work

rd-alliance.org/recommendations-outputs

PAdopted code, policy, specifications, standards, or practices
that enable data sharing

P“Harvestable” efforts for which 12-18 months of work can
eliminate a roadblock

PEfforts that have substantive applicability to groups within
the data community but may not apply to all

PEfforts that can start today
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“Create - Adopt - Use”

18 flagship recommendations  & outputs with over
75 cases of adoption in different domains, organisations and countries



The European Commission has a flexible approach to standardisation when
identifying new ICT technical specifications.

ICT Technical Specifications

üResearch Data Alliance is recognised as an organisation compliant with the
requirements to issue ICT Technical Specifications

ü4 RDA recommendations identified as ICT Technical Specifications (published in
Official EC Journal)

ü5 further RDA recommendations currently under approval process

Once identified and approved, these specifications can then be referenced in
European public procurement.
Encourage competition, promote interoperability and innovation, and facilitate
the provision of cross-border services.

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/identification-ict-specifications



Adoption & Implementation
“Solving the problem must include adopters in the process, to ensure
that real problems are addressed. Open problem solving is the key.”

RDA Recommendations and Outputs take the form of technical
specifications, code, policies or practices, harmonized standards or
reference models. In the widest sense these aim for:

qGreater data sharing, exchange, interoperability, usability and re-usability;

qGreater discoverability of research data sets;

qBetter management, stewardship, and preservation of research data;

qNew data standards or harmonization of existing standards.

75 Adoption Cases
https://www.rd-alliance.org/recommendations-
outputs/adoption-recommendations

Find out how you can become an Adopter
https://www.rd-alliance.org/recommendations-and-outcomes/become-rda-adopter

Addressing data challenges
https://www.rd-alliance.org/recommendations-and-
outputs/all-recommendations-and-outputs

rd-alliance.org/recommendations-and-outputs/all-
recommendations-and-outputs
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RDA Adoption & Implementation
Stories - Tell us yours!
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73 Breakout meetings
of which 14 Working Groups
of which 37 Interest Groups
of which 6 Joint Working & Interest Groups
of which 16 Birds of a Feather
6 Outputs presented / 1 Final Release
60 Posters

Over 430 participants from 30 countries

Increased female participation 44%
the highest sofar



RDA Strategy 2018-2020

rd-alliance.org/recommendations-outputs

ØNow is the time for a forward-looking strategy for RDA

ØImportant issues to address: scalability, governance, regional and disciplinary
engagement, new domains, sustainability, business models

ØExamples of what we need to answer:
ØHow we can work with other data initiatives and other data stakeholders?
ØHow can RDA cope with twice as many working groups?
ØHow can we grow and still retain our dynamic membership culture?
ØHow do we make global solutions from distinct, diverse regions?
ØHow can we make sure that we remain sustainable?

ØAction-focused, fast but consultative, clear tracked deliverables

ØWorking throughout with Council & Subcommittees, TAB, Secretariat, and RDA
membership
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Moving Towards Plenary 11: Berlin!
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To find out more visit: https://www.rd-alliance.org/plenaries/rda-eleventh-
plenary-meeting-berlin-germany

From Data to Knowledge



Looking Forward  to Plenary 12: Botswana
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Co-organised within the framework of
International Data Week with CODATA & WDS

To find out more visit: https://www.rd-alliance.org/plenaries/rda-twelfth-plenary-meeting-
part-international-data-week-2018-gaborone-botswana

Digital Frontiers of Global Science



RDA in a Nutshell
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RDA Global

Email - enquiries@rd-alliance.org
Web - www.rd-alliance.org
Twitter - @resdatall
LinkedIn - www.linkedin.com/in/ResearchDataAlliance
Slideshare -
http://www.slideshare.net/ResearchDataAlliance

RDA Europe
Email - info@europe.rd-alliance.org
Twitter - @RDA_Europe

RDA US
Twitter - @RDA_US


